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ABSTRACT 
This paper addresses the workshop question: �“Can data generated 
from the infancy of the digital age be ingestible by software 
today?�” We have prototyped a set of e-services that serve as a 
framework for understanding content preservation, automation 
and computational requirements on preservation of electronic 
records. The framework consists of e-services for (a) finding file 
format conversion software, (b) executing file format conversions 
using available software, and (c) evaluating information loss 
across conversions. While the target audience for the technology 
is the US National Archives, these basic e-services are of interest 
to any manager of electronic records and to all citizens trying to 
keep their files current with the rapidly changing information 
technology. The novelty of the framework is in organizing the 
information about file format conversions, providing services 
about file format conversion paths, in prototyping a general 
architecture for reusing existing third-party software with 
import/export capabilities, and in evaluating information loss due 
to file format conversions. The impact of these e-services is in the 
widely accessible conversion software registry (CSR), conversion 
engine (Polyglot) and comparison engine (Versus) which can 
increase the productivity of the digital preservation community 
and other users of digital files. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.4 INFORMATION SYSTEMS: H.4.1. Office Automation, 
H.4.2. Types of Systems,  

General Terms: Algorithms, Performance, Design 

Keywords: File format conversions, Information loss 
evaluations 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the current digital era, two basic questions are posed by the 
NIST organized workshop on roadmap development for Digital 
Preservation Interoperability Framework: �“Can data generated 
from the infancy of digital age be ingestible by software today?�” 
and �“Will digital content created today be accessible and 
renderable throughout its lifecycle?�” 

These questions lead directly to the problem of file format 
conversions addressed in this paper. The file format conversion 
problem is motivated by a very large number of file formats in 
which digital content is stored, and by an increasing number of 
complex file formats containing multiple types of digital content 
(e.g., Adobe PDF, HDF) or having very elaborate specifications 
(e.g., STEP).  However, there exists many software applications 
that support subsets of import and export operations to and from 
various file. It is well known that many file formats and software 

applications are ephemeral in the context of long term 
preservation. We have collected anecdotal evidence of this state 
for 3D file formats in [1] and found more than 140 different 3D 
file formats among 16 popular software packages. 

In this work, our main objective is to design services using a 
computational cloud that would enable optimal and/or measurable 
data transformation from one data structure to another. The 
challenges of this task lie in (a) accessibility of services (file 
format conversions are inevitably one part of our daily life), (b) 
conversion software quality (software quality of file format 
conversions is unknown), (c) computational scalability (the 
volume of file format conversions and its corresponding 
computational resources), (d) increasing complexity of file 
formats (the complexity of file formats complicates our 
understanding of information loss due to file format conversions) 
and (e) the constraints imposed such as minimal information loss 
versus minimal financial costs.  

The target audiences for such services include managers of 
electronic records, scientists conducting research with digital data, 
and citizens trying to keep their files current with the rapidly 
changing information technology. These communities of users 
have very heterogeneous requirements on file formats (content 
representation depends on file format) and the criteria defining 
information loss due to conversion. They also balance their 
budgets with the requirements on software quality (recovery and 
storage of content in a file format depends on the quality of 
software involved) and available hardware resources (software 
execution depends on access to storage media, operating system, 
and hardware platform). 

Our work focuses on designing and prototyping the following 
services in order to assist the above communities: 

(a) Find file format conversion software to convert from one file 
format to another file format 

(b) Execute file format conversions with available third party 
software 

(c) Evaluate information loss due to file format conversion over a 
set of files 

Our approach to the technical part of the problem is designing (1) 
a conversion software registry (CSR) for aggregating the 
information about software conversion functionalities, (2) a 
scalable conversion software engine for executing file format 
conversions (called Polyglot), and (3) a scalable file comparison 
engine for measuring changes in content between the files before 
and after conversion.  The overview of the services is illustrated 
in Figure 1. 



The novelty of the work is in exploring the concept of ultimate 
conversion engines, conversion introduced information loss, 
comparison metrics, and scalability of conversions and 
comparisons of digital objects. The prototype services provide 
capabilities to improve efficiency with which archives would 
manage their holdings, and lead to better understanding of current 
and future preservation and reconstruction of electronic records 
via design and experimental evaluations of novel appraisal 
methodologies. 

 

 
Figure 1: An overview of the services and functionalities. The 
clouds represent basic operations of (a) finding conversion path 
(left cloud), (b) converting a file in format A to a file in format B, 
and (c) comparing files A and B and returning the comparison 
score. The green arrows refer to inputs for each operation and the 
red arrows show outputs. The blue arrows denote the 
interoperability of these services executed in computer clouds by 
sharing information about the Path A B and the files to 
compare. The system can be viewed as a part of the preservation 
infrastructure or as a part of basic file management system.  
 

2. CONVERSION SOFTWARE REGISTRY 
 

2.1 Background 
While there is a need to document all past, current and future file 
format conversion functionalities, there does not exist a common 
complex conversion software registry today according to our 
knowledge. There exist web-based solutions that given a file 
extension would return the information about the primary 
software capable of loading a file format defined by the extension. 
Two such databases of extensions are FILExt 
(http://www.filext.com) and Whatis?com 
(http://whatis.techtarget.com). However, none appear to provide 
the information about input and output file formats supported by 
applications (the information required for file format 
conversions). In addition to extensions, Wotsit.org 

(www.wotsit.org) provides not only extensions, name, and 
primary software description but also a sample file or link to a 
sample file.  
 
There have been efforts to catalogue software with various 
functionality of interest to a specific scientific community. For 
example, we are aware of the Geotechnical and 
Geoenvironmental Software Directory (GGSD) at 
http://www.ggsd.com/ggsd/index.cfm (1996-2006) and the 
Natural Language Software Registry (NLSR) at 
http://registry.dfki.de/.  In the business world, software catalogues 
have been created for on-line shopping (e.g., Cnet at 
http://download.cnet.com/windows/) or for monitoring the use of 
software on intranets (e.g., the Bit9 Global Software Registry at 
http://www.bit9.com/products/gsr.php creating a white list of 
software). These software catalogues focus on general 
descriptions of software and do not provide information about file 
format conversion capabilities.  
 
Over the past several years, the European Union has funded the 
Planets test bed project http://testbed.planets-project.eu/testbed/ 
that should provide a �“controlled environment in which users can 
experience and compare different preservation tools and 
approaches through their Web browser.�” Conceptually, the 
Planets project has similar goals as our proposed effort. However, 
the design of services is very different, the number of file format 
conversion software packages documented is relatively small1 
(about 18 as of 2010-03-25), the conversion service (also referred 
as the migration service) supports only one-hop conversion paths, 
and the extensibility and computational scalability have not been 
addressed One-hop conversion path refers to one file format 
conversion only. 

 
 
2.2  Solution 
Our approach to designing a conversion software registry (CSR) 
leverages from the past work on file format registries. We have 
followed the data models used in PRONOM and GDFR/UDFR to 
build a system available at 
https://isda.ncsa.uiuc.edu/NARA/CSR/. The current CSR system 
provides support for searching, editing and adding information 
about file format conversion software, as well as open access for 
queries and login-based access for modifications. The web 
interface to the prototype system is illustrated in Figure 2. While 
working with CSR one will observe the extreme difficulties in 
finding file format conversion software paths without the 
assistance of systems like CSR. The current version of CSR 
contains information about 72 software packages that lead to 
169,505 possible one-hop conversion paths.  

                                                                 
1https://testbed.planets-

project.eu/testbed/public/browse_pathways.faces  



 
Figure 2: Conversion software registry with search results for 
converting step file format to *.obj file format.  
 

3. FILE FORMAT CONVERSION 
 

3.1 Background 
We are aware of file format conversion engines that are 
constrained to one data type and in-house software base, as listed 
in our previous report [1]. For example, FileFormat.info 
(http://www.fileformat.info) includes file format conversion tools 
for images only based on Java Advanced Imaging libraries 
(javax.imageio.* and javax.media.jai.*). There exist a few file 
format conversion services that support only certain conversion 
types (e.g., http://www.ps2pdf.com �– 1 conversion type, 
http://media-convert.com - about 20 multi-media formats;  
http://www.zamzar.com �– selected conversions of document, 
image, music, video and couple of CAD formats). The main 
drawback of the existing conversion systems is that they are not 
extensible (limited by the availability of specific libraries). 
In order to design an extensible file format conversion system 
based on utilizing third party software several problems have to 
be addressed. First, the problem of automated execution of the 
software, most GUI based, without having access to an 
application programming interface (API). We are aware of 
AutoHotKey2 scripting as a viable option for the Windows 
operating system (OS) and we have based our current Polyglot 
implementation on it. Second, the problem of distributed 

                                                                 
2 http://www.autohotkey.com 

computational resources has been approached in the past by the 
Grid community (TeraGrid3 and Globus Toolkit4 for building 
computational grids) and the design of workflow middleware that 
would manage the execution, such as Cyberintegrator [2],  Kepler 
[3] DAGMan, CCA5 or Taverna6 [4]. Due to the heterogeneity of 
computational hardware, this problem also requires considerations 
about options for parallel processing, for instance, the use of (1) a 
message-passing interface (MPI is designed for the coordination 
of a program running as multiple processes in a distributed 
memory environment by using passing control messages.), (2) 
open multi-processing (OpenMP is intended for shared memory 
machines. It uses a multithreading approach where the master 
threads fork any number of slave threads.), (3) the map reduce 
parallel programming paradigm for commodity clusters (which 
allows programmers write simple Map and Reduce functions, 
which are then automatically parallelized without requiring the 
programmers to code the details and communications of parallel 
processes) and (4) novel architectures (FPGAs, GPUs, multiple 
CPUs). Unfortunately, none of the existing grid solutions are an 
option when utilizing 3rd party binaries compiled for specific 
hardware on one machine.  Workflow solutions could potentially 
orchestrate calling computational resources based on a conversion 
sequences, however most do not robustly deal with solely GUI 
based software and we must also consider tasks specific needs, 
such as clustering the conversion execution sequence into 
segments that do not require data movement, and then managing 
and monitoring entire conversion executions. 
 

3.2 Solution 
Our approach to designing file format conversion services is 
based on an idea of �‘Imposed Software Reuse�’. We define 
imposed software reuse as the wrapping of 3rd party software, 
utilizing whatever published application programming interface 
(API), command line interface or graphics user interface (GUI) 
the software vendors make available to access the embedded 
functionalities. This approach is selected because of the simple 
fact that fully supporting the many available formats is such an 
enormous undertaking which is made all the more difficult when 
you consider that many formats are closed/proprietary and thus 
difficult to extract  data from, and  vendor file formats sometimes 
store application specific features. Although there are many 
commercial solutions that provide subsets of conversion 
capabilities based on available file loading libraries (e.g. 
ImageMagick, ps2pdf, Zamzar, Google multi-media converters 
for YouTube posting, etc�…), none appear to utilize the imposed 
software reuse philosophy that would allow the reuse any 
software for conversion purposes.  
The key aspects of our solution are in (a) automated execution of 
third party software using workflows of scripts (AutoHotKey, 
AppleScript, and others), (b) distributed execution over a set of 
software/hardware resources with distributed software licenses, 
hardware access restrictions, and temporally varying 

                                                                 
3 https://www.teragrid.org  
4 http://www.globus.org/toolkit  
5 http://www.cca-forum.org  
6 http://taverna.sourceforge.net  



computational loads, and (c) computationally scalable execution 
of large volumes of file format conversions with additional 
hardware resources (shared folder approach, layered approach to 
improve robustness and scalability). All three aspects are shown 
in the Polyglot overview in Figure 3 and described in a detail in 
[11]. The web interface to Polyglot is illustrated in Figure 4. The 
service is available at 
http://teeve3.ncsa.uiuc.edu/polyglot/convert.php. 

 
Figure 3: An overview of the Polyglot conversion system. Third 
party applications are documented and scripted so as to be used 
as modules within the overall system. A web interface provides 
one method of user access for file conversion and visualization. 
 

4. FILE COMPARISON 

4.1 Background 
A file format conversion can lead to a change of information 
organization due to format specifications, change of information 
value due to data representation, or a change in information 
accuracy due to the software involved. Furthermore, file formal 
conversion is applied to all types of digital objects contained in a 
file, for example, text, images, vector graphics, 3D objects, and 
animations (2D video) in the case of document formats. Thus, 
content-based file comparison has to encompass a wide spectrum 
of digital object types and be invariant to some content changes 
that preserve the information while being sensitive to other 
content changes that drop relevant information during 
conversions. The problem of text based file comparison leads to 
the study of natural language processing and a large number of 

publications and prototyped methods [5]. Similarly, the problem 
of X based file comparison where X is image, vector graphics, 2D 
video, and 3D objects, has been addressed in the abundance of 
past work on content based image retrieval ([6] and [7]), video 
retrieval (e.g., YouTube),  or 3D shape retrieval [8]. According to 
all references consulted, the primary challenge in content based 
retrieval systems is in overcoming the so-called semantic gap, 
which is the gap between low-level features of, for instance, an 
image and its abstract meaning to a human viewer. This gap has 
not been adequately bridged by current systems [9]. From 
Smeulders et al., it is apparent that much early work on content 
based image retrieval focused on finding appropriate similarity 
metrics between image features but there has not been a single 
comparison method and metric that would outperform all other 
methods and metrics. Further, there has not been an exploratory 
framework that would deliver a comprehensive comparison of file 
content with multiple types of digital objects and would scale 
with an increasing volume of file comparisons. 
 

 
Figure 4: The web interface to Polyglot�’s universal converter and 
viewer. Users drag files to the top area. In the View mode, there 
is no choice for the output format as it is automatically set to the 
type supported for viewing by the web interface (*.obj for 3D). 
When the files are converted they are displayed in the area below 
where the user can then rotate and zoom in on the objects. 

4.2 Solution 
Our approach to designing file comparison services is based on 
our previous prototypes focusing on comparing complex file 
formats such as Adobe PDF (called Doc2Learn [12]), 3D file 
formats (called ModelBrowser), and on the experience of other 



projects, such as the Planets test bed project http://testbed.planets-
project.eu/testbed/.  

Figure 5 shows the overview of file comparisons in Doc2Learn. 
The comparison process starts with extraction of individual digital 
objects from complex files. In this case, the extraction includes 
text, images and vector graphics. The comparison method is based 
on comparing frequencies of occurrence of words, image pixels 
and vector graphics primitives. Figure 6 shows the user interface 
to browsing frequency of occurrence features in Doc2Learn. The 
comparison computations are implemented using the Map and 
Reduce paradigm which provides computational scalability on 
cluster computers.   

 

 
Figure 5: Overview of Doc2Learn for comparing complex files in 
Adobe PDF formats. A pair-wise comparison consists of 
comparing individual digital elements first, and then assigning a 
final similarity score based on weighted combination of individual 
similarity scores. 
 

 
Figure 6. User interface to Doc2Learn. This view shows all 
information about images contained in a PDF file. 
Figure 7 illustrates a comparison of the 3D model of heart in three 
different file formats using the ModelBrowser application within 
our prototype library of 3D utilities. This example shows how 

information loss due to file format conversion could be analyzed. 
In both, Doc2Learn and ModelBrowser, the users are not able to 
choose criteria defining information loss but can benefit from 
visual browsing of data files and from analyzing the resulting 
similarity/dissimilarity scores. We have been designing a next 
generation system called Versus which is extensible in terms of 
comparison methods and would allow users to choose a 
comparison method. As shown in Figure 8, the comparison 
method is decomposed into a choice of data representation, 
features/signature characterizing a digital object, and a similarity 
measure (a triplet defining information loss measurement). Using 
this decomposition, a user could map the application specific 
definition of information loss to the triplet and perform analyses 
of file format conversions in accordance with institutional 
perspectives on information loss.  

With the support for content based file-to-file comparison, one 
can utilize the similarity/dissimilarity scores for evaluating 
average information loss per file format conversion executed by 
software. The information loss measurements are stored in the 
CSR database and can be used for optimal selection of complex 
file format conversion paths in order to minimize the information 
loss and license costs. 

  

 
Figure 7: Visualization of pair-wise comparison using 
ModelBrowser tool. The original file heart.wrl was converted 
using Adobe 3D Reviewer to STP and STL file formats and all 
three files were compared. The comparison is based on the Light 
Fields method [10] which compares silhouettes from various 
viewing angles around the objects. The results show that there is 
information loss introduced and the converted files are the same 
with respect to the Light Fields method. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
We have presented three types of services for digital preservation 
communities. These services provide a way to better understand 
preservation and reconstruction of electronic records in terms of 
file format conversions. The benefits of such systems lie in 
answering questions such as: what is the infrastructure needed for 
documenting existing file format conversion software, what is the 



framework for imposing code reuse on closed 3rd party software, 
how to measure information loss due to file format conversions, 
what is the computational cost of file format conversions, file 
comparisons, and information loss evaluations, and how to 
achieve computational scalability of file format conversions? 

The prototype services are freely available to digital preservation 
community and serve as a framework for decisions related to (a) 
selection of an �‘optimal�’ file format to be preserved (the target file 
format), (b) evaluation of file format conversion software, (c) 
selection of minimum cost for a chosen file format conversion 
path (quality cost, license cost, hardware cost). It is our hope that 
in the future these prototype services will become a foundation of 
the infrastructure needed to manage and preserve the increasing 
amount of digital information. 

 
Figure 8: An example of the front end to the generic file 
comparison application programming interface (API) called 
Versus where a user can choose a comparison method.  In this 
example, a user chose to evaluate four files by defining 
information loss as a sum of Euclidean distances over all pixels 
represented by Image Object. The images were generated by MS 
Paint software from the original TIF file. The numerical results 
show the information loss when converting to GIF and JPEG and 
no-loss when converting to PNG and BMP. 
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